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Trump’s trade war is worse
than you think A new study of
the first 99% of China’s World
Trade Organization challenge
against the U.S. shows that

“there is no point in engaging
in discussion” regarding the

future. But that’s not news to
anyone who is spending any

time on the subject, since […]
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anyone who is spending any
time on the subject, since it’s
an obvious conclusion. China’s

new case was laid out on
[…]Q: Yii2 - Verify directory is
writable In my yii2 app I have

an extension module. That
extension module needs to

write to /document/logs
directory. But folder logs is

protected and I'm getting error
"Access denied" and I can't

find any solution. I do not need
to write to protected folder

manually, I should verify if it is
able to do it automatically on
each page load. Is there any
way to verify it is writable? A:
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When you have physical
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the ability to do whatever you
like. If you don't have access,
you're out of luck. If you have
write access to the server on a
chmod 777 level, you have the

power to do any kind of file
modification you want.

Anyway, if you only wanted to
modify files, you could

generate a simple dummy
model to "flag" the file as

modified. Or, depending on
the approach, just create a

process that creates that file
for you and checks the return

value of the write to
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Also, it is a completely new episode. So this is a new episode which is about
Victini and Reshiram being the same Star League after the Sinnoh Grand Festival.
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new Pokemon movie and it should also be free with all the other new Pokemon
movies released. And its name is "Pokemon The Movie X: it is about Victini and
Reshiram. Pokemon the Movie X: Victini and Reshiram Black. It is about Victini
and Reshiram being the same star-league Pokemon who was existed in the old

history of the pokemon world and are featured in some of the movie that are. But
this movie is completely new story which is about. World Domination. This movie
is about the two Pokemon who were given a new power from the star. And also, it
is a completely new episode. So this is a new episode which is about Victini and

Reshiram being the same Star League after the Sinnoh Grand Festival. Paul (from
the Japan Pokemon League) invited them to the event. And this is a new pokemon
movie and it should also be free with all the other new Pokemon movies released.
And its name is "Pokemon The Movie X: it is about Victini and Reshiram. Black. It
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was existed in the old history of the pokemon world and are featured in some of
the movie that are. But this movie is completely new story which is about. World
Domination. This movie is about the two Pokemon who were given a new power
from the star. And also, it is a completely new episode. So this is a new episode
which is about Victini and Reshiram being the same star-league Pokemon who

was existed in the old history of the pokemon world and are featured in some of
the movie that are.
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